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Abstract: Lithium-ion power batteries have been widely used in transportation due to their advan-
tages of long life, high specific power, and energy. However, the safety problems caused by the
inaccurate estimation and prediction of battery health state have attracted wide attention in academic
circles. In this paper, the degradation mechanism and main definitions of state of health (SOH)
were described by summarizing domestic and foreign literatures. The estimation and prediction
methods of lithium-ion power battery SOH were discussed from three aspects: model-based methods,
data-driven methods, and fusion technology methods. This review summarizes the advantages
and disadvantages of the current mainstream SOH estimation and prediction methods. This paper
believes that more innovative feature parameter extraction methods, multi-algorithm coupling, com-
bined with cloud platform and other technologies will be the development trend of SOH estimation
and prediction in the future, which provides a reference for health state estimation and prediction of
lithium-ion power battery.

Keywords: lithium-ion power battery; state of health; data-driven methods; fusion technology

1. Introduction

Due to the characteristics of long cycle life, high specific energy, specific power, low
self-discharge rate, high-temperature range, and the advantages of little pollution to the
environment [1], lithium-ion power batteries (from now on referred to as lithium battery)
are widely applied in various fields. In the area of transportation, to adapt to people’s fast
pace of life and rising material demand, more and more countries are investing a lot of
financial and material resources into research and developing transportation electrification,
thus electric vehicle technology has been widely promoted and applied [2–7]. According
to statistics, the inaccurate SOH estimation and life prediction of lithium batteries are
the leading causes of electric vehicle spontaneous combustion accidents [8–10]. How to
accurately estimate the lithium battery SOH has become a research hotspot for many
scholars. Because the health status of lithium batteries is difficult to measure, time-varying,
and easy to disturb, the high-precision health status estimation and prediction is the core
technical challenge that urgently requires solving.

In recent years, many scholars have carried out many review studies on lithium-ion
power batteries. Ungurean et al. [11] introduced a new set of indicators to analyze different
SOH estimation and prediction algorithms from the perspective of operational efficiency in
the context of embedded application environment. Yang et al. [12] classified SOH estimation
methods according to characteristic parameters when defining SOH, and summarized
them from two perspectives: short-term and long-term. Li et al. [13] more comprehensively
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reviewed battery health diagnosis and prediction from a data-driven perspective, based on
engineering applications and cost—Ungurean effectiveness. Feng et al. [14] performed a
detailed analysis of vehicle lithium-ion batteries from the perspective of the microscopic
thermal runaway mechanism. Literature [15], from the perspective of macroscopic fault
diagnosis of lithium batteries, analyzed its safety evolution mechanism and summarized
existing fault diagnosis methods. Tian et al. [16] classified, compared, and predicted
the SOH management system for lithium batteries according to the different extraction
methods of health state parameters. Based on the premise of economic feasibility and life
cycle of lithium batteries, literature [17] explained the beneficial impact of lithium battery
recycling on the ecological environment and summarized the current situation of lithium
battery recycling and utilization. Due to the numerous methods and disorganized system
for SOH estimation and prediction at present, the review perspectives of review pieces of
literature are also different. Therefore, we summarized the typical methods of different
types and analyzed their application characteristics to reference subsequent studies.

In the field of SOH prediction and estimation of lithium-ion batteries, the classification
methods of the existing relevant reviews are usually relatively rough, and the review
methods are few. There is room for improvement in the depth of comparison and discussion
of standard procedures. Therefore, this paper starts with the definition of lithium battery
health state and the decline mechanism, divides the methods of health state estimation
and prediction into nine categories in a more detailed way, and compares them with each
other. The advantages and disadvantages of each typical method, as well as the application
scope, are analyzed. In addition, the development trend of lithium battery health state
estimation and prediction methods are proposed in combination with the rules of model
building methods and the development of big data and 5G cloud technology. The structure
of this paper is as follows: Section 2 analyzes the degradation mechanism of lithium
batteries and expounds on the current definition standards of SOH from the perspective of
capacity and internal resistance of lithium batteries. In the third section, combined with
the problems and difficulties of current SOH estimation and prediction of lithium batteries,
the existing typical SOH estimation, and prediction methods are classified and sorted,
and the advantages and disadvantages of each technique and the application scope are
emphasized. In the fourth section, the existing challenges and future research directions of
SOH estimation and prediction for lithium batteries are presented. Finally, the fifth section
summarizes the whole paper.

2. Lithium-Ion Battery Attenuation Mechanism and SOH Definition
2.1. Fading Mechanism of Lithium-Ion Battery

For today’s mainstream vehicle power battery, based on the above analysis, battery
capacity decline is an important indicator of status of health, and the main reasons for
capacity decline are as follows:

• Phase transition of electrode materials: Taking lithium manganese oxide battery as an
example, its capacity decline is mainly caused by manganese-ions’ dissolution. When
manganese-ions are free to the negative electrode, the solid electrolyte interphase
(SEI) membrane will be destroyed. In contrast, the interface membrane’s reformation
requires the consumption of lithium-ions, resulting in the decrease of available lithium-
ions. The experiments in the literature [18] have proved this point of view. Through
the study on the aging characteristics of lithium-ion batteries, it is found that the
aging degree of lithium-ion batteries will deepen with the increase of the charging and
discharging times. During the charge and discharge process, the SEI film resistance
increases continuously. The battery’s impedance characteristic is strengthened, and
the ion diffusion coefficient at the electrode decreases, resulting in the rapid reduction
of discharge voltage and the rapid attenuation of discharge capacity. This is not the
case for some batteries, such as lithium titanate batteries, which may not produce an
SEI film during operation.
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• The electrode kinetics performance of recession: Using inductively coupled plasma
emission spectrometer specific capacity, impedance characteristics of the electrode and
the polarization characteristics were analyzed [19], and found to be the lithium-ion
battery charge and discharge cycle, phase change is negative, ohm resistance, SEI
film resistances were significantly increased, anode of lithium-ion is embedded in
the reaction, resulting in decreased electrode ion storage capacity, and capacity loss,
indicating that the battery capacity loss is negative dynamic performance and is the
main cause of the recession.

• The decomposition of electrolyte: in the process of charge and discharge, the electrolyte
itself has a certain instability, and the reduction reaction will occur with the carbon-
containing electrode, and the reduction reaction will consume the electrolyte and
its solvent. Mei [20] et al. used separators to observe lithium-ion batteries’ internal
structure and proposed that the decrease of ionic conductivity would lead to electrolyte
decomposition, thus reducing the battery capacity.

• The generation of SEI film: the formation of SEI film is the product of the reduction
reaction that occurs after the contact between organic solvent and the anode material.
The lithium-ion consumed due to the generation of SEI film will change the capacity
balance [21,22]. Meanwhile, the SEI film will cause isolation of the electrode and
deactivation, resulting in reduced capacity.

Therefore, SOH deterioration of lithium-ion battery is affected by many factors such
as electrode material phase change, electrode dynamic performance, electrolyte decompo-
sition state, and SEI film formation [23–25]. The basic principle is shown in Figure 1. The
reasons, effects and results of the decline of lithium-ion batteries are summarized in Table 1.
Quantifying the decline mechanism is helpful to improve SOH estimation and prediction
ability of lithium-ion batteries and help reduce the capacity decay in the use of lithium-ion
batteries.
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Table 1. Causes, effects and results of lithium-ion battery decline.

Sequence Number Recession Reason Influence Consequence

1 Phase transition of electrode
materials

Crystal distortion, internal
stress changes. The capacity decreases

2 The electrode kinetics
performance of recession

The inactivation and
disembedment, reactions were

difficult to carry out.

The internal resistance increases,
the capacity decreases.

3 The decomposition of
electrolyte

Reduction reaction, gas
overflow. The capacity decreases

4 The generation of SEI film Lithium-ion depletion and
deactivation.

The capacity decreases, power
reduction.

2.2. Definition Status of Health of Lithium-Ion Batteries

With the increase of battery charging and discharging times and the accumulation of
sheltering time, the battery health status gradually deteriorates, its power and capacity
show varying degrees of attenuation, the battery capacity decreases, and the internal
resistance increases. Thus, the capacity and internal resistance are commonly used to
define SOH.

2.2.1. Capacity Definition

SOH is one of the important parameters of lithium-ion batteries, which is calibrated
according to the change of battery capacity, as follows:

SOH =
Qm
Qr

× 100% (1)

where: Qr—rated capacity and Qm—current maximum available capacity of the battery,
which is measured under rated conditions [26–28]. Due to the influence of temperature
and measurement current multiplier, SOH values also vary significantly [29–31].

To ensure the performance requirements of lithium-ion batteries, IEEE standard
1188.1996 clearly states that when the battery SOH is less than 80%, it indicates that
the end of life has been reached and the battery needs to be replaced [32–34].

2.2.2. Internal Resistance Definition

SOH is defined according to the internal resistance of the battery as follows:

SOH =
Re − R
Re − Rn

× 100% (2)

where: R—internal resistance under the current state; Re—internal resistance of the battery
when it reaches the end of life; and Rn—internal resistance of the new battery. Many
scholars define battery SOH by internal resistance or estimate and predict SOH based
on internal resistance of the battery [35–37]. The increase of internal resistance is also an
important indicator of battery aging, and it is also one of the reasons for the further decline
of battery SOH.

2.2.3. The Definition of Capacity Contained in the Electrode

With the use of lithium batteries, lithium ions will move along with the charge transfer.
According to the electrochemical reaction mechanism of the electrode, the SOH of lithium
batteries can be evaluated by the concentration of lithium ions in the electrode [38]. In the
ideal state, SOH can be expressed as:

SOH =
Q
Q0

× 100% (3)
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where: Q—nominal capacity and Q0—smaller lithium concentration after multiple cycles.

3. Statue of Health Estimation and Prediction of Lithium-Ion Batteries

Inaccurate SOH estimation and prediction can easily lead to misjudgment of the
battery operating state, affect accurate identification of battery fault state, and increase the
risk of the battery system’s hidden safety hazard [39–41]. Therefore, the accurate estimation
and prediction of lithium battery SOH is very important in vehicle operation. Currently,
the estimation and prediction of lithium battery SOH mainly face four problems:

• Difficulty in measurement: Lithium-ion battery SOH is an internal parameter of
batteries, which cannot be directly measured by sensor. Only with voltage, current
and temperature, and other relevant parameters can it be obtained by integration,
approximate processing, and other methods, increasing the difficulty of accurate
identification of SOH parameters.

• Strong time variability: Lithium-ion battery SOH is not only closely related to environ-
mental stresses such as temperature, current and loading mode, but is also affected by
internal multi-parameter coupling such as the current internal ion motion state, the
ratio of positive and negative active materials, and the intensity of electrochemical
reaction.

• Irreversibility: At present, most of the prediction methods adopt irreversible off-line
state data for prediction, which is affected by monomers’ differences and has a low
repeatability. At the same time, the reliability and timeliness of online identification
are poor.

• High nonlinearity: In the actual operation process, the state of health of lithium-ion
batteries is cross-coupled by multiple internal and external factors, and its degradation
curve is highly nonlinear, which increases the difficulty of accurate identification and
reliability of SOH.

Based on the above problems, current research mainly performs systematic research
from many aspects, such as accurate model building, system state parameter prediction
and data architecture design, etc., which can be divided into three categories: Model-based
method, data-driven method, and fusion technology method. The classification structure
of SOH estimation and prediction algorithm is shown in the Figure 2.
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3.1. Model-Based Method

The model-based method is based on the degradation and the failure mechanism
of lithium-ion batteries to realize the estimation and prediction of SOH. The accuracy
of the estimation depends on the decay law of the model’s key parameters representing
the internal aging degree [42–44]. This method is relatively mature, mainly including
several forms, such as the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) model [45–47],
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the thermoelectric coupling model [48–50], the Thevenin model [51–53], and the shunt of
the multi-stage resistor-circuit (RC) model [54–56]. According to the difference between
the theory of model construction and the principle of algorithm in state prediction, it can
be divided into two categories: electrochemical models and equivalent circuit models.

3.1.1. Electrochemical Model Method

The electrochemical model is mainly based on the electrochemical reaction mechanism
inside the lithium-ion battery. The porous electrode theory and kinetic knowledge are
adopted to establish a physical model by extracting internal parameters representing the
battery’s dynamic aging and failure process, which can be used for SOH estimation and
prediction [57–59]. Zhang et al. [60] analyzed the impedance characteristics through a
pseudo 2-dimensional (P2D) model based on the variation of battery impedance character-
istics. They found that the low frequency band’s impedance characteristics were consistent
with the actual battery impedance characteristics. On this basis, the original model was
revised and compared with the EIS model, so that the prediction error was reduced by
half compared with the original model. Improved reliability is more suitable for SOH
estimation under actual operating conditions. The authors [61], in the porous electrode
based on the theoretical model, from the perspective of macro battery parameters, put
forward thinking of battery terminal voltage, load current, and factors such as the polar-
ization impedance electrochemical model, and one-dimensional order reduction based on
discrete-time estimation algorithm to achieve the status of the battery, estimate that this
method avoids the nonlinear optimization.

The electrochemical model method has a strong theoretical support, which can de-
termine the detailed internal electrochemical reaction process and reaction intensity in
the battery’s aging process. It can accurately characterize lithium-ions’ movement law
and the change trend of active substances in positive and negative electrodes at different
SOH locations. However, the lithium-ion battery electrochemistry system is more complex,
having many side effects in real time. As the working condition is different, the intensity is
different (varies), which describes the aging condition of the model as being relatively com-
plex, having characteristic parameters coupled with each other, leading to poor generality,
the method to use single range, dynamic prediction accuracy is poor, and does not favor
online real-time SOH estimation and prediction.

3.1.2. Equivalent Circuit Model Method

The equivalent circuit model as a modeling method, is based mainly from the per-
spective of electrotechnics; the battery as a black box, according to the working system
of input-output corresponding relations to the building of electrical components, it is
essentially the building of a mathematical model to represent a lithium-ion battery, which
has become a circuit model to describe the lithium battery capacity decline characteristics.
The equation of state was selected based on Kirchhoff’s current equation and Kirchhoff’s
voltage equation. Combined with known quantities that could be measured, parameters
related to SOH estimation were extrapolated to finally achieve the purpose of estimating
SOH [62–65]. Common equivalent circuit models mainly include: Rint model, Thevenin
model, partnership for a new generation of vehicles (PNGV) model, and multi-stage RC
model. The Rint model is shown in Figure 3a. This model linearizes the battery characteris-
tics and is easy to operate. However, due to the over-idealization of modeling, the error is
large. Wei [66] et al., considered the strong capacitance characteristics of the battery, added
a parallel module of resistor and capacitor, and selected the first-order Thevenin model,
as shown in Figure 3b. The grey neural network was introduced for offline training, and
the health index (HI) was taken as the input parameter, battery capacity degradation was
taken as the output parameter of the grey neural network model, and finally, battery SOH
was estimated by online construction of battery HI. Panchal [67] used driving cycle data
from the actual operation of the electric vehicle. These data include the battery applica-
tion environment of highways and cities at different temperatures. The Thevenin battery
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model and the empirical degradation model are constructed in MATLAB, which accurately
estimates the degree of capacity decline and predicts future battery life.
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To further highlight the capacitive characteristics of the battery, Liu et al. [68] combined
the PNGV model and Kalman filtering method to calculate the model parameters under
different states of charge by charging and discharging batteries, measured the open-circuit
voltage and state of charge of lithium batteries, and compared them with the internal
resistance correction method. It is proved that PNGV model can accurately describe
characteristics of lithium batteries in the charging and discharging processes. The PNGV
model is shown in Figure 3c. Due to the high nonlinear characteristics, the battery working
characteristics, the multistage RC model was widely used, as shown in Figure 3d; in [69],
the authors make a comparison of different order RC equivalent circuit models; a second
order RC model, for example, is a first order RC model with a large amount of calculation.
However, its accuracy has improved greatly, which indicates that the second order RC
network model for dynamic state estimation has better effect. On the basis of the Thevenin
model principle, this model mainly considers the ion migration and embedment process
during the battery cycle. Moreover, the impedance spectrum curve showed irregular
semicircle features. The accuracy and reliability of the model prediction can be improved
by adding more RC series modules while the increased number of state parameters make
the identification process difficult. Thus, the accuracy and robustness of models are
enhanced, but applicability in real-time is reduced [70].

Fractional-order models are also used in state estimation and life prediction. Wang [71]
proposed a fractional modeling method for lithium-ion batteries. Firstly, the model struc-
ture of the lithium-ion battery is determined by testing. Secondly, a temperature compen-
sation fractional-order model is established. Finally, a globally optimized time-domain
parameter identification method is introduced. The results show that the new fractional-
order model has high accuracy.

An equivalent circuit model of SOH estimation and prediction method with strong
engineering practicality, compared with the electrochemical model, less parameters, strong
timeliness, but the approximate calculation may ignore some weak influence on lithium-ion
battery SOH attenuation change, cannot consider that the function of the complex external
stress change is complete, with the improvement of the development of technology and
precision requirement, which will lead to the equivalent circuit model of limited battery
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SOH estimation and prediction accuracy. The advantage and disadvantages of different
lithium-ion battery models are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Advantage and disadvantages of lithium-ion battery models.

Method Advantage Disadvantage

Electrochemical model
method

High precision, the theory of
aging is well supported, the

movement law of ions and the
change trend of active

substances are described.

Model complexity, more
parameters, online estimation
and prediction ability is weak.

Equivalent circuit model
method

Model simplicity, methods
mature, easy to operate, high
engineering application value.

With the development of
technology, the accuracy

cannot meet the requirements.

3.2. Data-Driven Method

The accuracy of model-based methods usually depends on the complexity of the
model and the accuracy of parameter identification. Combined with the characteristics of
difficult measurement of SOH and strong time variation, this method’s anti-interference
ability is weak in practical application, and the reliability and high levels of accuracy are
difficult to reach [72–74]. With data mining and big data analysis technology development,
the data-driven method has become a hot topic for more researchers at this stage [75–77].
The data-driven method does not need to consider the complex electrochemical changes
and the fluctuations of related active substances inside the lithium-ion battery. By extracting
the characteristic values of parameters measured directly or indirectly and combined with
the data mining algorithm, the relationship between characteristic parameters and state
of health is established from the data’s overall level [78–80]. The data of battery aging
is critical to building the corresponding model, and it is costly to collect these data. For
example, NASA, CALCE, MIT, HKUST, Oxford, and other databases have provided us
with a large number of data on the impact of different environmental stresses on battery life,
which has provided significant help for the subsequent development of scientific research.

Due to the lithium-ion battery systems usually consisting of a large number of
monomer battery in series/parallel mode, characteristic parameters do not only reflect
different monomer battery working environment effects on the research object and inter-
ference, but can also characterize the monomer battery charged state and aging between
comparison with the model law, it is not sensitive to some characteristic data, good anti-
interference ability, strong universality, and high dynamic accuracy. According to the
difference in data mining methods, the main data-driven methods at the present stage are
divided into four categories: statistical filtering method, neural network method, vector
machine method, and statistical data method.

3.2.1. Statistical Filtering Method

Statistical filtering is a method to extract and reproduce effective signals and wave-
forms from data containing many noise signals. Commonly used statistical filtering meth-
ods are mainly divided into Kalman filtering (KF) and particle filtering (PF).

KF is a level-by-level recursive linear data processing algorithm that automatically
calculates and determines the best weighting factor. Simultaneously, the weighted factor
can be automatically adjusted to keep the result in the best state all the time, thus having
a strong target following ability [81–83]. Due to the highly nonlinear characteristics of
lithium-ion batteries during operation, it is difficult for a single KF algorithm to meet
the system’s requirements [84], which limits the application of KF in the actual operation
scenarios of lithium-ion batteries. In order to meet the requirements of high accuracy and
reliability of SOH estimation and prediction for lithium-ion batteries, several improved
KF algorithms such as unscented Kalman filtering (UKF) [85] and extended Kalman filter
(EKF) [86] have been proposed successfully. A double extended Kalman filter (DEKF) joint
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estimation algorithm combined with the equivalent circuit model was proposed by [87],
which is applicable for lithium-ion battery application scenarios by comparison with a
single KF. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has strong robustness.

Based on the Bayesian estimation principle and Monte Carlo method, PF uses particle
sets to represent the probability density function on any state spatial model. It is an
algorithm to obtain the system state’s minimum variance estimation based on the sample
mean [88–90]. Due to its nonparametric characteristics, PF does not need to meet the
Gaussian distribution when processing nonlinear data filtering problems, and can provide
the probabilistic expression form of prediction results. Compared with the KF algorithm,
PF has better modeling ability in nonlinear environments. Wang [91] et al. proposed a state-
space model based on PF. They introduced optimization parameters of improved Kalman
filtering, and the accuracy of prediction results was significantly improved. However, it
requires a large amount of calculation. In the case of battery experiment data [92], PF was
applied to an empirical model of power decline to predict the life endpoints of each phase
of the battery, and the prediction results were verified by using power attenuation data.
The results showed that the accuracy of SOH prediction was continuously improved with
the increase in the number of samples. However, with the increase of the environment’s
complexity, a large number of sample parameters are needed to make the PF prediction
results closer to the posterior probability density, which greatly increases the complexity
and amount of calculation by the algorithm, resulting in poor timeliness of the online
prediction algorithm.

3.2.2. Neural Network Method

The neural network method includes: artificial neural network (ANN), convolutional
neural network (CNN), and back propagation neural network (BP).

As a prediction method based on nonlinear data, ANN comprises many neurons
according to certain rules, which has the characteristics of simple structure and strong
learning ability. ANN can approach any nonlinear mapping by increasing the number
of hidden layers and neurons [93–95]. There are many kinds of improved algorithms
widely used in the estimation and prediction of lithium battery SOH and state of charge
(SOC) and other nonlinear data analysis fields [96]. ANN has a strong nonlinear self-
learning ability. Many data samples are used to train and adjust the connection weights
and thresholds of its contained neurons, to build an accurate estimation and prediction
model. Current, voltage and battery temperatures were collected [97] from constant current
constant voltage (CC-CV) charging experiment under 400 cycles. These data are employed
to train battery models and predict the battery SOH. The experimental results showed
that the error between the extrapolated prediction curve and that measured is less than
1%. The proposed algorithm in this paper greatly improved accuracy and did not need
the past SOH, SOC, OCV curves, and other information, which indicates that it has strong
applicability. Sarmah [98] et al. put forward combining the experimental testing and
numerical processing, the method of attenuation as equivalent variable parameters, the
capacity of lithium-ion battery power to study the electrochemical coupling behavior, set
up artificial neural network structure model, and used the linear regression algorithm to
verify this network model, indicating that battery internal stress characteristics have a
strong linear SOH relationship. Bonfitto [99] took an innovative approach to model and
propose a different neural network prediction method combining the fusion estimation
of SOH and SOC. The author believed that the SOH estimation depended on the SOC
behavior in the recursive closed loop. Hence, the SOH estimation combined with the SOC
prediction results greatly improved the accuracy of the estimation results. The authors
of [100], directly adopted 10 groups of real vehicle road test data, and selected current,
voltage, temperature, SOC and SOH parameters as the characteristic parameters of the
neural network at the same time to predict the remaining service life, which improved the
credibility of the real-time prediction ability under real vehicle operation.
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The principle of ANN is shown in Figure 4. In the Figure, b1–b5 are the thresholds of
the hidden layer, c1–c3 are the thresholds of output layer, W1(1–5) and W2(1–3) are input
and output weights. After a series of training and verification, it output the estimated
value of SOH. The improved algorithm of the artificial neural network method is relatively
mature, has higher computing accuracy, but has a fitting, and the network structure has
difficulty determining the fault; at the same time it does not have uncertainty expression
forecast ability, the amount of data on experimental training demand is higher, and when
the sample data is small, the approximate method of adaptability is poor.
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3.2.3. Deep Learning Method

The deep learning (DL) algorithm is derived from the research on the neural network
by scholars in recent years [101–103]. The difference between DL and atypical neural
networks mainly lies in there being more layers of hidden layer nodes. The deep learning
algorithm is a branch of the neural network, and the basic structure of deep learning algo-
rithm is the deep neural network. Deep neural networks, as an algorithm structure, include
convolutional neural networks (CNN, Atlanta, GA, USA), recurrent neural networks, and
other network structures, and are neural networks with many parameters and layers. With
the arrival of big data and 5G cloud computing, the shortcoming of algorithm complexity
can be made up for and alleviated by more powerful computing power. More complex
deep learning algorithms can be applied in SOH estimation and life prediction of lithium
batteries [104].

As one of the typical algorithm models of deep learning, the CNN stacks the single-
layer convolutional neural network several times. By processing the multi-layer hidden
layers, layer by layer, the output of the former layer is used as the input of the last layer.
This simple model can be used to complete the task of target learning and significantly
reduce the accuracy errors of the calculation results [105]. The disadvantages are also
evident, which mainly focus on the need for a large number of training samples and
the complexity of the algorithm, which requires the high computing ability of the system.
Fan [106] took an innovative approach to model; a hybrid algorithm by using gate-recursive
element convolutional neural network (GRU-CNN) was proposed to analyze and study the
charging voltage curves of lithium batteries. The measured data, such as voltage, current,
and temperature, are used to estimate SOH online. It provides a novel method for SOH
estimation and life prediction.

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) adopt feedback, which returns output parameters
to input and transmits information back to the network to complete a cycle. Therefore, the
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network model can remember historical data and apply them to the prediction. However,
when the effective information interval is long, the reverse propagation of the RNN net-
work will produce the phenomenon of gradient disappearance or explosion. To improve
the model’s performance, researchers modified the original neurons and created a more
complex classic structural. A long short-term memory (LSTM) network was proposed
to solve this problem. The LSTM algorithm belongs to a variant of RNN as a time series
analysis method. Due to its excellent performance, it is used in the SOH estimation and
prediction of lithium-ion batteries. For example, in literature [107,108], the LSTM algorithm
is adopted to establish a performance degradation model of lithium-ion batteries, and
the health degradation degree and remaining service life of the batteries are accurately
predicted and estimated through calculation.

At the same time, because LSTM can apply historical data to the prediction, historical
data can also improve the model prediction accuracy. Tan [109] adopted long and short-
term memory networks to establish the battery SOH decline model. Based on the transfer
learning method, the estimation accuracy of the model for different batteries under different
conditions and batches was improved. To further improve the prediction accuracy of the
model, the measured historical data and the online measured operational data were utilized
as input parameters.

3.2.4. Vector Machine Method

The support vector machine (SVM), as a nonlinear data analysis method, can not
only provide relatively accurate estimation and prediction results in the case of fewer data
samples, but also overcomes the shortcoming that the neural network model easily falls into
the optimal local extremum. Fewer unknown parameters and high sparsity characterize the
method. Minimizing its structural risk can improve the convergence speed and machine
learning ability, thus realizing more accurate SOH estimation and prediction [110–112].
Because SOH is strongly influenced by environment and load conditions, Nuhic et al. [113]
used the payload data as model training values under different working conditions and
put forward some innovation for the SVM algorithm and SVM regression algorithm for
the pattern of SOH accuracy comparison. The results showed that SVM for the probability
density function of the prediction ability, the state identification, and SOH prediction,
has excellent applicability. Meanwhile, the accuracy of the algorithm is significantly
improved. In order to overcome data redundancy, improving the precision of the algorithm
budget, an improved support vector machine algorithm based on principal component
analysis (PCA) was proposed [114] to optimize the extracted data set, eliminate noise bad
points and redundancy, and use a particle swarm optimization algorithm to carry out
global optimization of the support vector regression machine, which further improves the
prediction accuracy and calculation speed of the model. This method can fuse multiple
performance degradation parameters that reflect the health state of lithium-ion batteries,
which can fully retain the relevant information of battery performance degradation and
remove redundancy. Widodo [115], and others, from the overall state of the system,
the discharge voltage sample entropy as characteristic parameter, using the SVM and
the relevance vector machine (RVM), respectively, compare the two different algorithms;
experiments show the phenomenon that SVM is easily fitted, thus, the generalization
prediction ability is weak.

In contrast, the RVM prediction results showed strong adaptability and robustness,
and that RVM compared with SVM has more accurate SOH prediction and estimation
ability. Therefore, although SVM is simple in operation and high in accuracy, it is sensitive
to determining penalty factor and kernel function parameters. Meanwhile, its adaptability
to sparse data is limited, and it is prone to overfitting.

The relevance vector machine is an improved learning machine based on sparse
Bayesian theory. Compared with the support vector machine, the algorithm reduces the
dependence on kernel function and penalty factor selection. It can achieve flexible control
of overfitting and underfitting processes by adjusting parameters and the computation is
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simplified. Studies have shown that RVM can reasonably estimate and predict the current
SOH state of the battery with probability characteristics and present the prediction results
in the form of probability [116–118]. At present, there are many relevant literatures on
the evaluation and prediction of lithium-ion battery SOH using RVM algorithm [119–123].
Based on capacity prediction to evaluate the remaining service life of lithium batteries [124]
proposed a method for SOH prediction of lithium batteries. In this method, the correlation
vector machine was combined with the three-parameter capacity degradation model. RVM
was used to find the representative eigenvectors and the predicted values of the correlation
vectors. The capacity degradation model and the extrapolation model were established
to extrapolate to the failure threshold to estimate the battery SOH. The model accuracy
is greatly improved. The prediction results and corresponding confidence intervals of
the model were given. A prediction method of residual service life of RVM lithium-ion
batteries based on dynamic grey correlation was proposed by [125]. The prediction results
of the discrete grey model were used as the input parameters of RVM regression prediction,
and the model parameters were dynamically updated according to different operation
results. The results showed that this method improved the long-term prediction ability
of SVM. Zhang [126] et al. proposed a prediction method of battery SOH based on an
optimized RVM model for the online application of the RVM model. Compared with the
traditional RVM, it reduced the amount of data of online training samples. It improved
parameter identification efficiency, providing a new idea for embedded calculation of
battery SOH prediction.

With the advantages of less parameter identification, high sparsity, and arbitrary
kernel function, RVM can accurately determine the uncertainty of results in the form of
probability. However, when the collected data are too sparse, it can easily lead to low
stability and poor immediate repeatability of the results obtained directly by the RVM
algorithm. Meanwhile, the accuracy of long-term trend estimation and prediction still need
to be further studied.

3.2.5. Statistical Data Method

The degradation of lithium-ion battery SOH is a random process, and the next health
state can be inferred according to the statistical data of certain regularity. Statistical data
methods usually include the Wiener process (WP) and Gaussian process regression (GPR).

WP is a mathematical model of the Brownian motion process. It is a kind of indepen-
dent increment process and random movement of Brownian motion is a typical, prediction
model based on WP; after proper adjustment, parameters can be used in lithium-ion batter-
ies’ SOH estimation and prediction [127–129]. Zhai Q [130] et al. improved a Li-ion battery
life prediction method based on an adaptive Wiener process. Based on the traditional
Wiener model, a model estimation method based on maximum probability was developed,
which used Brownian motion to carry out the adaptive drift and improved the model pre-
diction ability to ensure flexibility. Xu et al. [131] divided the degradation cycle of lithium
batteries into three stages: the degradation process of eliminating the relaxation effect; the
capacity regeneration process; and the degradation process of regenerated capacity. A new
method of SOH estimation based on WP was established based on the degradation model
and regenerative capacity model after eliminating the relaxation effect.

GPR is a flexible non-parametric model based on the Bayesian framework. Because it
can predict any nonlinear or linear system’s behavior characteristics, this algorithm is often
used for state prediction of SOH [132–134]. The process is shown in Figure 5, including:

1. Confirm the function kernel function form;
2. Set the initial value of the super parameter;
3. A prior model is established in the form of probability distribution;
4. The training samples were input into the a prior model for training, and the optimal

hyperparameters were obtained to obtain the regression prediction model;
5. Using the input regression prediction model of test samples for prediction;
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6. Output the prediction results, and give the mean and variance of the prediction results
with the ability to express uncertainty.
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In reference [135], discharge current, discharge cutoff voltage, initial capacity, final
capacity, and other data are used as input parameters for Gaussian process regression.
By comparing with the support vector machine, experiments show that Gaussian pro-
cess regression has the advantages of small error and high precision. To improve the
model’s prediction accuracy, Richardson [136] et al. selected different kernel functions for
combinatorial optimization. They proposed the calculation method of compound kernel
functions, which greatly improved the model’s prediction accuracy. Liu [137] et al. used
various methods, such as exponential square and periodic square covariance, to optimize
the identification results of hyperparameters to achieve the purpose of improving state
prediction. Therefore, GPR, compared with the ANN and SVM, ably gives the predicted
value of the model and the corresponding confidence interval, which can be estimated
according to prior knowledge, to realize the state prediction capability of the expression
of uncertainty results. However, the large amount of calculation and super parameter is
relatively complex, resulting in a weak ability to apply online. The classification of the
data-driven method is shown in Figure 6.

3.3. Fusion Technology Method

In recent years, with the deepening of research on SOH estimation and prediction of
lithium-ion batteries, more and more scholars have found that the model-based method:
the principle is simple and easy to understand, easy to operate, but its reliability is sensitive
to the accuracy of model construction and parameter identification; the data-driven method
has strong robustness and strong anti-interference resistance to parameter fluctuation, but
it has certain requirements to experimental data. Therefore, many researchers adopt the
fusion technology method, which is to establish a hybrid model to estimate and predict
the SOH of lithium-ion battery by superposition of a variety of methods or algorithms, to
improve the modeling accuracy and make up for the shortcomings of the single method,
so that the algorithm is more suitable for actual operating conditions.
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Fusion technology methods mainly include two categories: the combination of model-
based and data-driven methods [138–140]; and the combination of multiple data-driven
methods [141–143].

Based on the combination of the model methods and the data-driven methods, and
the complementarity of the two methods, the model analysis was carried out for the
characteristic problems such as difficult to measure and nonlinear change of the health
state decline of lithium-ion batteries. In reference [144], Li et al. established a fractional
order equivalent circuit model of a lithium-ion battery based on second-order RC model.
They adopted a particle swarm optimization algorithm and recursive least square method
to identify model parameters coupled offline and online. The results show that this method
has high reliability and robustness. A double filter combining standard Kalman filter and
infinite Kalman filter was adopted by [145] to estimate lithium battery SOH with an SVM
algorithm. The periodic aging experiment proved that this method has high accuracy and
stability, it is also suitable for SOH estimation of various batteries. Tang [146] used the ICA
curve and Kalman filter to establish the SOH estimation model, and the concepts of regional
capacity and regional voltage were innovatively introduced. By mining a large number
of experimental data and corresponding regional capacity, batteries accurately estimated
SOH. The model did not require SOC and battery impedance data, and the estimation
error was less than 2.5%. Chang [147] et al. combined a particle filtering algorithm and
correlation vector mechanism to determine an SOH prediction scheme with the ability to
express uncertainty, and through the comparison of four types of experiments, proved
that the fusion algorithm could not only guarantee the accuracy of the prediction data, but
could also provide accurate evaluation of the uncertainty of the prediction.

The combination of multiple data-driven methods, according to the characteristics
of different algorithms, through specific fusion methods led to improved estimation and
prediction performance. Hong [148] et al. proposed a fusion SOH estimation method
for lithium-ion batteries based on capacity increment analysis and a weighted Kalman
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filtering algorithm, which analyzed the capacity increment of charge and discharge data,
extracted health factors, and built a Gaussian nonlinear feature correlation mapping model.
Compared with the ordinary Kalman filtering method, it has better prediction accuracy.
The fully integrated adaptive empirical mode decomposition method of noise adopted
by [149], uses the auto-regressive integral moving average model for data processing,
and finally inputs the nonlinear prediction model established by the least square support
vector machine (LSVM). Compared with the single SVM algorithm, its prediction ability
for nonlinear data is improved.

Ensemble learning (EL) is a combination of multiple data-driven methods, which
combines multiple individual learners to achieve the purpose of estimation and predic-
tion [150–152]. According to the integration algorithm between individual learners, it can
be divided into two categories:

• Serial integration algorithm with correlation among individual learners. The adaptive
boosting algorithm (AdaBoost) can be individual learning series combined into a
strong learning, is the typical representation of the serial integration algorithm, Ma
et al. [153], using AdaBoost and the stacking algorithm on multiple SVRs merged into
two models, established a lithium battery SOH prediction based on double predictor
estimation method, using three kinds of lithium-ion battery the data set was tested.
The advantage of AdaBoost is that there are almost no parameters to adjust, and you
do not have to worry about overfitting. However, it is sensitive to noise and cannot
guarantee the global optimal solution.

• Parallel integration algorithm with no correlation between individual learners. Typical
representative is random forests (RF), Li and others [154], measure voltage, current,
time of the original signal directly input RF SOH prediction algorithm model, without
any pretreatment, and verified by different aging statuses of lithium-ion batteries, and
the results show that this algorithm returns low cost, high precision, and root mean
square error less than 1.3%. Chen et al. [155] compared the RF, SVM, and least squares
support vector machine (LSSVM) estimation ability for lithium-ion battery SOH and
concluded that RF was superior to the other two algorithms. The advantages of RF
are: high accuracy can be achieved without a large number of parameters; it works for
both classification and regression; again, you do not have to worry about over-fitting;
no feature selection is required; and several features can be randomly selected for
training each time, but the disadvantage is that compared with other algorithms, the
operation time is longer.

Often, advantages and disadvantages of the traditional single algorithm, in prediction
ability, are not obvious. After the improvement of the fusion algorithm, the prediction
accuracy of the traditional algorithm is improved. However, the fusion method generally
has high algorithm complexity, the algorithm compatibility remains to be proven.

4. Challenges and Prospects

At present, lithium-ion battery SOH estimation and prediction has made certain
progress. However, in the actual vehicle operation condition or other use in the real
environment, the timeliness and accuracy of the algorithm prediction result is today still,
the two major challenges facing research based on the traditional forecast model; putting
forward the SOH estimation and forecasting the development trend of lithium batteries,
mainly relies on the following three aspects:

• Feature parameter extraction of micro/macro coupling mechanism. Under different
battery health conditions, parameters such as voltage, current, resistance, and tem-
perature are often used to characterize the degree of battery aging. In other words,
the battery is regarded as a black box, and only the relationship between macroscopic
inputs and inputs is considered. However, with the deepening of the theoretical re-
search, the macro characterization of the reaction intensity in the battery will become
the core of research because it can more reasonably and efficiently determine the
battery’s health state.
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• Application of multi-algorithm cross fusion technology. Batteries in actual operation
are always affected by temperature, loading mode, and the influence of other factors
such as coupling interference. Their internal structure is complex, as the charged
state and aging properties are different, characterization of parameters are not the
same, so a single algorithm can only meet the prediction of the battery’s current
specific condition, or characteristic at a certain stage. Many algorithms’ cross fusion
technology can play to each algorithm’s advantage, further improving the estimation
and prediction accuracy.

• Implementation of new 5G and cloud platform technologies. Using 5G communica-
tion technology and the development of cloud platform technology, enables breaking
through the limitation of the calculation processing intensity, use of the technology,
such as downloading via mobile communication interface, the transmission of on-
line processing results to the battery management system, improving the system of
state parameter identification and calculation of strength, and the ability to apply
online algorithm.

5. Conclusions

To sum up, this article summarizes the development status of lithium-ion battery
SOH estimation and prediction methods, respectively. Furthermore, this paper expounds
the definition of methods of lithium-ion battery state of health, recession, and forecast
mechanisms. In view of the four problems mentioned for SOH estimation and prediction
faced in this paper, such as difficult measurement, strong time variability, irreversibility,
and high nonlinearity, with emphasis on analysis and comparison of three kinds of lithium-
ion batteries’ state of health merits and demerits of the estimation and prediction methods.
Although the model-based methods can better reflect the variation law of internal battery
decay, most models are complex, with many parameters, weak online estimation, and
prediction ability. With the improvement and development of industrial technology, it is
difficult to meet the accuracy of future practical application requirements. Data-driven
law is based on a large amount of data. Although it has high precision and functional
application ability, it has some problems, such as over-dependence on data, a large amount
of calculation, and local extreme values. Therefore, the future trend will be in the form of
multi-algorithm coupling, and the selection of state parameters will be further innovated.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
SOH State of health
SEI Solid electrolyte interphase
EIS Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
RC Resistor-circuit
P2D Pseudo 2 dimensional
PNGV Partnership for a new generation of vehicles
HI Health index
KF Kalman filtering
PF Particle filtering
UKF Unscented Kalman filtering
EKF Extended Kalman filter
DEKF Double extended Kalman filter
ANN Artificial neural network
CNN Convolutional neural network
BP Back propagation neural network
SOC State of Charge
DL Deep Learning
GRU-CNN Gate recursive unity-convolutional neural network
SVM Support vector machine
PCA Principal component analysis
RVM Relevance vector machine
WP Wiener process
GPR Gaussian process regression
LSTM Long-Short Term Memory
EL Ensemble learning
AdaBoost Adaptive boosting algorithm
RF Random forests
LSSVM Least squares support vector machine
Notation
Qr Rated capacity
Qm The current maximum available capacity of the battery
R Internal resistance under the current state
Re Internal resistance of the battery when it reaches the end of life
Rn Internal resistance of the new battery
b1-b5 The threshold of the hidden layer
c1–c3 The threshold of output layer
W1(1–5) Input weights
W2(1–3) Output weights
Q Nominal capacity
Q0 Smaller lithium concentration after multiple cycles
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